Buick rendezvous headlight replacement

We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Buick
Rendezvous Headlight. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part. Quantity Sold.
Product Fit. Shop Buick Rendezvous Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Part Number: B Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: R-BQ. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Buick Rendezvous Headlight Customer
Reviews. Feb 05, Very pleased with my lights. Fast service as well,. Kenneth Pate. Purchased on
Jan 29, Nov 07, I will highly recommend carparts. Purchased on Oct 18, Aug 28, Small Problem
but easy fix. The driver;s side high beams did not work. The harness is faulty. We replaced it
with the original harness and then it worked. So please check the harnesses on the driver's side
assembles. The passenger side had no problem. They look great in our car. Thanks for having
them available. Margaret Thompson. Purchased on Aug 12, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create
unsafe conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other
drivers as well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms
of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. To change
the headlight bulb in your Buick Rendezvous, open the hood and find the headlamp housing
retainer clip for the bulb you need to replace. The retainer clip is on the inner-top corner of the
housing. Press inward on the headlamp housing to relieve the pressure on the clip, then
partially pull the clip out. Unscrew the wing-stud retainer at the outer-top corner of the housing
and pull the housing forward out of the grille. Rotate the bulb clockwise 90 degrees and pull it
from the housing. Lift up on the lock tab, then disconnect the electrical connector from the
terminal on the plastic bulb base. Being careful not to touch the bulb glass with your bare
fingers, snap the new bulb into place on the electrical connector. Oil from your fingers can
cause premature bulb failure. Install the bulb into the housing and rotate it 90 degrees
counterclockwise to lock it in place. Line up the housing with its retainer holes in the grille, then
push it inward to snap it into place. Push the retainer clip into place and install the wing-stud.
The Rendezvous uses No. These are generic bulbs that you can purchase at any auto supply.
Bulbs have a finite life, so if one has failed its mate is probably not far behind. It's a good idea to
replace them in pairs. His articles appear on InternetAutoGuide. Buick is a respected car
manufacturer known for producing tough and high quality automobiles. Buick is a well known
producer of reliable and powerful vehicles that also offer aggressive detailing and solid style on
the track. The Buick Rendezvous is eager to take on any terrain, but needs the highest quality
replacement parts to go to where you want to go. When a problem crops up or a part must be
fixed, avoid the temptation to scrimp with a low-grade part. A Buick Rendezvous needs the right
auto parts to meet all challenges with everything it's got. Comfortable but tough wilderness
explorers such as the mountain-climbing Buick Rendezvous were made to handle rough terrain
wherever you go but in return they need effective maintenance and top-notch parts to continue
conquering all the world's dangerous curves. Your fine Buick was manufactured using the best
quality and craftsmanship; it ought to have replacement components of a similar top level of
quality. The law requires your car to run with all needed safety-related equipment, for example
lights or working brakes - avoid expensive tickets or, even worse, accidents by owning the
necessary parts or accessories. Escape disproportionate hazards while traveling by making
sure that your car is equipped with the safety components that you need. The Buick
Rendezvous Headlight is a system that allows you to operate your automobile in the dark and in
hazardous weather by lighting up the street ahead of your vehicle. Not having a functioning
Buick Rendezvous Headlight on your vehicle may be a significant danger to yourself and
everyone else. The Buick Rendezvous Headlight furnishes greater safety when driving in the
dark. Since you refused to consider anything less than a Buick when you bought your car or
truck, why accept anything less than stellar parts and service? Bank on us for the hard to find
parts you have to have to maintain your classic car. Whether you drive a classic roadster or a
sport utility vehicle, we have the aftermarket accessories you have to have right here at They
are available for the following Buick Rendezvous years: , , , , , , 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, This part is
also sometimes called Buick Rendezvous Headlights. Checked several websites before placing
order. This was best price. Impressed with product and with the overall transaction. Everything
arrived quickly and I was able to install without issue. The only downside is this one is nice
shiny and clean, and my other headlight looks old and worn. Maybe I should order the other
right side soon. The site was easy to user and it was cheaper then most online parts. Parts
arrived on time and it was the right part. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To
return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an
RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details.
We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!

Click to Enlarge. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Value Line - High quality
automotive part with the highest cost savings. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits,
performs, and lasts the same as the original. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Features: Specifically designed to look and function like the original headlight Original
manufacturer quality Rigid plastic protects against weather and road conditions Built to match
the exact original dimensions for proper fit. Lens Color Clear, Amber. Product SKU: Your Buick
Rendezvous Headlights are one of the most important light that can be found on any road-going
vehicle. This is because they provide the illumination that helps the driver both see and be seen
when driving on the road. This light is usually provided by high-intensity bulbs that are installed
in plastic or glass headlight housing. Your Buick Rendezvous Headlights come in a variety of
sizes, styles, and shapes, and they are normally designed to be replaced when they burn out.
Since the lights normally provide illumination for low light conditions, they are equally
important for the overall safety and drivability of your vehicle; this is especially critical during
night time driving. Therefore, in case your Buick Rendezvous Headlights fail, then your Buick
Rendezvous will be left without a very important safety and visibility feature that is provided by
your Buick Rendezvous Headlights. Well, when your Buick Rendezvous Headlights begin going
bad, they will usually produce a few signs that will alert the driver of a potential problem that
needs to be attended to. A common symptom of a failed Buick Rendezvous Headlight is a
headlight that is out. With regular use, the headlight bulbs will eventually burn out and cease to
function. A headlight that is out is usually a sign that the headlight bulb has burned out and
needs to be replaced. It is therefore recommended that you get the replaced as soon as
possible and in pairs, this is because the opposite headlight will usually be near the end of its
service life if one of them has burned out. Another symptom that your Buick Rendezvous
Headlights are failing is when you have flickering headlights. In case the headlight bulb filament
becomes damaged or excessively worn, then it might cause the bulb to flicker. A flickering bulb
will usually burn out soon after the issue has begun. This can also be a sign of a bad harness or
connection. Therefore, a proper inspection is highly recommended. If you have dim headlights,
it could also mean that your Buick Rendezvous Headlights are failing. Over time, your
headlights can wear out and begin to shine dimmer noticeable that when they were new. A dim
headlight will provide proper illumination, and it is also usually a sign that your bulb is
approaching the end of its service life. Your headlights are an important safety and visibility
feature that is highly required during low light driving conditions. Therefore, if your vehicle is
displaying any of the above symptoms it is best to have a professional and qualified technician
inspect and replace your Buick Rendezvous Headlights is possible. It's advisable to get a
personalized quote that is based on your location, the make, model and year of your car. When
it comes to purchasing your Buick Rendezvous Headlights replacement, it's recommended that
you got it from a reliable and trusted online retailer such as PartsGeek. We sell all Buick
Rendezvous auto parts at reasonable prices. Contact us today for a free quote. Read more
reviews. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Buick
Rendezvous. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Buick Rendezvous. Catalog: B. Catalog: C. Catalog: K.
Catalog: N. Diamond Jim helped make these videos. The video above shows you to replace the
headlight in your Buick Rendezvous. Changing both headlight bulbs on your Rendezvous at the
same time will allow both bulbs to have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb
from appearing brighter than the bulb on the opposite side. In some Buicks, the highbeam is the
same bulb as the headlight and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be
burnt out even if they are the same bulb and vise versa. Some Buicks have high intensity
discharge headlights, sometimes referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high
voltage that runs through them, even if the battery is disconnected. If your Rendezvous has this
type of bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt to change it yourself. When you change
the headlight on your Rendezvous, it is important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with
your fingers because the oil from your fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter,
which significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If you are leaking oil and parking on your
oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber. Many cars will burn or leak a
little bit of oil. Over time, this adds up and you might need to
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add some - learn how to here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars.
They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other

tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your
car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your
car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Plug the oil leak.
Replace the front turn signal. If your blinker doesn't blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a
burnt out bulb. If your car blows hot air when your air conditioner is turned on, try recharging
the freon first. Top up the oil level. See all videos for the Buick Rendezvous. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything

